
RF 440 ROUND FORMER
For dumplings, balls, croquettes, hamburgers and cevapcici!

NEW!

PRODUCTS WITH
HOMEMADE QUALITY!!
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RF 440 round former:

For medium-scale producers with a variety of trend foods.

The new Handtmann RF 440 round former is the 
perfect response for medium-scale producers to  
the strongly increasing trend for a wide variety of 
convenience products.

The technology of the RF 440 round former guarantees 
high production output and weight accuracy, just as the 
new diaphragm ensures impressive form accuracy. 
Products with a diameter of 10–94 mm can be produced 
with the RF 440 round former. Portioning capacities of  
up to 150 portions per minute are possible, depending  
on vacuum filler and product.

The modular structure offers maximum flexibility:  
connection of the 446 conveyor belt for versatile down-
stream processing or integration of the 447 flattening  
belt for burgers with homemade quality.

 
Handtmann RF 440 round former:  
for perfectly formed products!

Advantages:

 For appetising convenience products in a large  
variety of forms and with diameters from 10–94 mm.

 Impressive economic efficiency thanks to high 
production output of up to 150 portions per minute 
and a maximum degree of weight accuracy.

 Well-formed products with maximum form  
accuracy thanks to a new diaphragm.

 Modular system technology for wide variety of 
products: 446 conveyor belt for downstream 
process steps such as roasting, deep frying,  
packaging, etc.; or 447 flattening belt for burgers 
with homemade quality.

The Handtmann Forum
Room for dialogue and innovation.

For the development of innovative convenience products, the  
Handtmann Forum provides the ideal opportunity to test your product 
ideas under real-life conditions and make them ready for the market.

USE OUR FORUM to bring your 

INNOVATIVE PRODUCT IDEAS 

to fruition!
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